Head Of The Lancet’s COVID-19 Investigation Is
‘Convinced’ It Came Out Of A Lab
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The head of the preeminent scientific journal The Lancet’s COVID-19 origins
Commission is ‘convinced’ that the virus came out of a lab and says that a real
investigation is being blocked.
Professor Jeffrey Sachs told Current Affairs that he is “pretty convinced [COVID-19] came
out of US lab biotechnology” and has warned that ongoing research could lead to another
pandemic outbreak.
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"One thing that is rather clear to me is that there is so much dangerous research underway
right now under the umbrella of biodefense or other things that we don’t know about, that is
not being properly controlled. This is for sure."https://t.co/HT5dz7QiWN
— Current Affairs (@curaffairs) August 3, 2022
Sachs notes that scientists who dismissed the lab leak theory did so “before they had done
any research at all,” adding “they’re creating a narrative. And they’re denying the
alternative hypothesis without looking closely at it.”
Sachs points to the ‘gain of function’ research and the genetic markers found in the SARSCov-2 coronavirus that indicate it was manipulated to be more deadly.
“What’s interesting, and concerning if I may say so, is that the research that was
underway very actively and being promoted, was to insert furin cleavage sites into SARSlike viruses to see what would happen. Oops!” Sachs states.
“They’re not looking,” Sachs says of scientists who dismiss the lab leak, adding “They just
keep telling us, ‘Look at the market, look at the market, look at the market!’ But they don’t
address this alternative. They don’t even look at the data. They don’t even ask questions.
And the truth is from the beginning, they haven’t asked the real questions.”
Sachs further labels the efforts to distract from the lab research as “misdirection” and
“sleight of hand”.
“There is a huge amount of reason to believe that that research was underway. Because
there are published papers on this. There are interviews on this. There are research
proposals. But NIH isn’t talking. It’s not asking. And these scientists have never asked
either,” Sachs further asserts.
He continues, “From the very first day, they have kept hidden from view the alternative.
And when they discuss the alternative, they don’t discuss the research program. They
discuss complete straw men about the lab, not the actual kind of research that was
underway, which was to stick furin cleavage sites into SARS-like viruses in a way that
could have created SARS-Cov-2.”
“What I’m calling for is not the conclusion. I’m calling for the investigation,” Sachs urges,
adding “Finally, after two and a half years of this, it’s time to fess up that it might have
come out of a lab and here’s the data that we need to know to find out whether it did.”
Sachs also addresses EcoHealth Alliance and Peter Daszak, noting that he originally
personally appointed Daszak to chair the task force of theLancet’s pandemic commission.
Sachs says “I realized he [Daszak] was not telling me the truth. And it took me some
months, but the more I saw it, the more I resented it. And so I told him, ‘Look, you have to
leave.'”
Sachs adds that once he fired Daszak, other scientists began attacking him.
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“I asked them: “What are your connections with all of this?” They didn’t tell me. Then
when the Freedom of Information Act released some of these documents that NIH had
been hiding from the public, I saw that people that were attacking me were also part of
this thing. So I disbanded that whole task force,” Sachs notes.
“So my own experience was to witness close up how they’re not talking. And they’re trying
to keep our eyes on something else. And away from even asking the questions that we’re
talking about,” Sachs further warns.
Sachs concludes that he “Doesn’t trust” the governments and scientists who are
dismissing the lab leak theory, adding “I want to know. Because even what we know of the
dangerous research is enough to raise a lot of questions of responsibility for the future.
And to pose the question: ‘Hey, what other viruses are you guys working on? What should
we know?'”
“I want to know what’s being done. I want to know what other governments are doing,
too, not just ours. I want some global control over this stuff,” Sachs further urges.
The professor finally calls for “a bipartisan congressional oversight investigation that has
subpoena power,” urging “Give us your lab records, your notebooks, your data files of
virus strains, and so forth.”
As we have highlighted, this is what Senator Rand Paul is pursuing relentlessly.
Following an initial hearing last week before the Senate Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs subcommittee, Paul revealed that there is a committee that is
supposed to oversee experimentation with potentially lethal viruses, but that it is above
the oversight of Congress.
“We don’t know the names. We don’t know that they ever meet, and we don’t have any
records of their meetings,” the Senator noted, adding “It’s top-secret. Congress is not
allowed to know. So whether the committee actually exists, we’re uncertain.”
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Mask Theater: Biden Removes Face Covering Before Boarding Air
Force One
They’re still pulling these stunts.
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MANDEL NGAN via Getty Images
A new video clip shows Joe Biden climbing the steps to Air Force One
wearing a face mask, only to remove it immediately before he enters the
plane.
The footage is yet another example of the absurd theater that still surrounds mask
wearing.
“Biden wearing a mask while alone outdoors, then taking it off to enter crowded indoor
space. Isn’t science amazing?” commented Dr. David Eli.

🤡

Biden wearing a mask while alone outdoors, then taking it off to enter crowded indoor
space. Isn't science amazing? pic.twitter.com/vB2SHYLZrP
— Dr. Eli David (@DrEliDavid) August 29, 2022
As we previously highlighted, Biden recently coughed into his hand immediately after
taking off his mask during a bill signing.
It remains to be seen whether states will seek to re-introduce mask mandates this coming
fall, although many people in Democrat areas have permanently adopted the face mask as
some kind of ideological uniform.
As we previously reported, Anthony Fauci acknowledged that the Biden administration’s
efforts to reinstate mask mandates on planes and trains is about preserving “authority”
over public health decisions, not about keeping people safe.
As with lockdowns, the science on mask wearing has completely collapsed, although many
seem satisfied to completely ignore reality because they have developed a bizarre loyalty
to the mask and treat it as a kind of religious sacrament.
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Last week, CNN medical analyst Dr. Leana Wen, who for two years was one of the
strongest advocates for masks and masks in schools, now admits that forcing her child to
wear one harmed his cognitive development.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/hDaqNgOsw6M
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We Were Right
About all of it.
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/hDaqNgOsw6M

We were right.
We were right about masks, we were right about lockdown.
We were right about all of it.
We were on the right side of history.
The people who advocated for lockdown are going to be historically comparable with
those who said Iraq had weapons of mass destruction.
Please share this video! https://youtu.be/hDaqNgOsw6M
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Video: Fauci Claims Lockdowns Have Not “Irreparably Damaged
Anyone”
Claims he tried to get kids back into schools
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Screenshot
In addition to claiming he has nothing to hide and was not responsible for
shutting down anything, Anthony Fauci claimed Thursday that COVID
lockdowns have not “irreparably damaged anyone”.
Fauci made the comments in an interview with FOX News host Neil Cavuto, who asked
“do you regret that it went too far, whatever your original intentions were… particularly
for kids who couldn’t go to school, except remotely, that it’s forever damaged them?”
In his response, Fauci even suggested that he tried to get kids back into schools, stating “I
don’t think it’s forever irreparably damaged anyone. But I think, obviously, and you — if
you go back — and people selectively, Neil, pull things out about me. I was also one of the
people that said we have got to do everything we can to get the children back in school.”
Fauci is obviously preparing for the inevitable investigation coming his way.
Watch:
Fauci’s claims that children have not been damaged run contrary to a mountain of studies
and evidence highlighting how lockdowns and masking in particular have had massively
detrimental impacts.
A study in Britain found that many children entering elementary school have severely
underdeveloped verbal skills, with many are unable to even say their own name.
According to speech therapists, mask wearing has caused a 364% increase in patient
referrals of babies and toddlers.
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A speech therapist says her clinic has seen a "364% increase in patient referrals of babies
and toddlers"
"For some kids, they can workaround the mask and still learn to speak perfectly fine, but for
others, it can cause speech delays" pic.twitter.com/3YsWJIEpDU
— The Post Millennial (@TPostMillennial) January 26, 2022
Another study revealed how mean IQ scores of young children born during the pandemic
have tumbled by as much as 22 points while verbal, motor and cognitive performance
have all suffered as a result of lockdown.
A study published in the Royal Society Open Science journal found that lockdowns in the
UK caused around 60,000 children to suffer clinical depression.
Figures show that 400,000 British children were referred to mental health specialists last
year for things like eating disorders and self-harm.
Education experts have asserted that forcing schoolchildren to wear face masks has
caused long lasting psychological trauma.
An Ofsted report also warned of serious delays in learning caused by lockdown
restrictions.
“Children turning two years old will have been surrounded by adults wearing masks for
their whole lives and have therefore been unable to see lip movements or mouth shapes as
regularly,” states the report.
Another study out of Germany which found that the reading ability of children has
plummeted compared to pre-COVID times thanks to lockdown policies that led to the
closure of schools.
A study out of the renowned Johns Hopkins University earlier this year concluded that
global lockdowns have had a much more detrimental impact on society than they have
produced any benefit, with researchers urging that they “are ill-founded and should be
rejected as a pandemic policy instrument.”
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